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0. Abbreviations

NPP =

QA

QAP =

QAPD =

Nuclear power plant

Quality assurance

QA program

QAP description

plant design



1 . General considerations

Let us start by asking ourselves the question "Is it useful,

to establish and implement a QAP for ordering, designing and

constructing a NPP?".

I'm sure it was a wise man who once said: "To have put a man

on the moon was an organizational as well as a technical

success". From the1point of view of the numbers of industrial

fields, systems, components and companies involved an NPP

too is comparable with a rocket's design and manufacture

(see figure 1). Therefore it is justified to put effort in

to the systematic organization of the construction of an

NPP in order to create a favourable enviroment for the

production of quality. This is the main aim of a QA system.

But it should be streesed that the best QAP cannot replace

the carefully performed work of well trained engineers.
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2. Basis of the QAP

Which basis should be used for the QAP? As you know there are

several national and international regulations and standards

in the field of QA systems (fig. 2). Study of these rules

reveals that all of them have the same intenttfig. 3). Therefore

it is less important, which regulation is used but that one

is used at all.

If there is no binding national regulation, it may be convenient

to apply the IAEA Code of Practice with its ten safety guides

of the QA series, because the principles of the code are very

extensively worked out and explained in the safety guides.

This is surely an advantage for the customer who is confront.ed

for the first time with such concerns. However various formulations

and recommendations in the safety guides may conflict with

measures which have been established in the company of the

main contractor. Therefore the following agreement is usually

reached between the customer and the main contractor

- the rules of the IAEA Code of Practice are mandatory

the regulations of the IAEA Safety Guides are considered

to be recommendations. The application of established

industrial practices, is permitted provided that they

allow the intended goal to' be achieved.
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3. Scope of the QAP

Three aspects have to be considered

- activities -

-extend (safety-related items and services only?)

- organizations involved

Let us have a look at the activities first. The code requires

that "all activities affecting quality shall be covered by

the QAP". Fig. A lists the activities, which have a direct

influence on quality beginning with planning and ending with

inservice inspection during operation.

Experience with complex projects shows: it i's reasonable for

a lot of further subjects to be planned, regulated and conducted

to attain good cooperation among the authority and companies

involved (fig. 5).

These activités are devised to ensure that all work in the

offices, in the factories and at site are done in a controlled

manner.

I am sure it is easy to understand that for this requires a

structured organization in each company. It is also necessary

to control internal and external interfaces.

The kinds of documents concerned can be considered as important

tools of engineering. Their handling with respect to activities

such as preparation, review, release, changes and distribution

is to bè conducted in accordance with written procedures.
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Simular remarks could be made on the next items. As I do not

have enough time to explain them and as they can be looked

up in the cade and the safety guides we shall come to the next

aspect: should the QAP apply to safety-related items and services

only? The IAEA Code and most other standards confine its

application to safety-related systems, components etc.. Therefore

any authority would agree to such a limitation. However the

task of an NPP is to generate electricity and the higher its

availablility, the cheaper the electricity which it generates.

Thus any reasonable main contractor would agree if the utility

should want to extend the application of QAP measures to non-

safety-related equipment as well. But the level of the QAP

measures should be adapted to the importance for the availability

of the plant, for example by defining a classification system

for the equipment. Otherwise the expense incurred for quality

assurance would be unnecessarily large and nobody would pay

for it.

The last aspect relating to scope treats the organizations

involved. Fig. 6 shows in schematic fashion a typical configu-

ration of parties involved. Which organizations have to be

covered by the QAP?

Taking the QAP as the sum of all QA measures, this would be

all organizations from the subsi'bcontractor up to the regula-

tory body insofar as each party has to perform its specific

work-or system-oriented QA measures.

But the term QAP is often used to denote QAP descriptions.These

QA documents, which are dealt with below, cover the QA system

measures conducted by the owner, the main contractor, the

contractors and their subcontractors. Thus the activities of

the regulatory body and of consultants and expert agencies

are usually not described in the'QAPD.



As mentioned above, the QAPD defines only the measures to be

taken under QA system and consequently organizational, admini-

strative and formal but not technical aspects (fig. 7). Proper

definition and documentation of technical aspects are of course

required but this has to be done in other papers such as

specification, data sheets, reports and so on.

Where can we draw a limit for the QAPD in the lower part of

the figure (fig. 6)1

Under the condition that the quality of very simple items such

as series-manufactured screws, sheet metals and cables can

be assured by hardware tests only, QA system measures are not

necessary. Consequently there is no need to qualify

the manufacturer of such an equipment.
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4 . Types of QAPD

Having dicussed the basis and the scope of QA Program

descriptions we are now able to concentrate on the possible

forms and the way to manage the descriptions of the various

organizations involved.

The following two principles have to be considered:

1) The owner has the responsibility establishing an overall

QAP and of establishing it in a description

2) Each organization has to describe its QA system.

However, the owner can delegate his tasks, for instance to

the main contractor who can then integrate the overall aspects

in his QAPD. Thus we have at least two possibilities for the

structure of the QAPDs at the levels of the owner and the main

contractor:

Let us consider an. ideal case (A): (fig. 8)

According to the first principle the owner establishes on overall

QAPD. Besides the defining of the basis and the commitment

of the commissioned companies for applying QA measures, the

main task of the overall QAP description is to control

cooperation between the organizations involved and to show

how they communicate one with another.

As this matter is very important for controlled performance,

the detailed aspects which should be covered by an overall

QAPD of this kind are discussed in more detail in the next

chapter.

The description of the intended QA measures performed by the

personnel of the owner should be contained in a separate

QA document. In this paper the owner demonstrates among other

things his organizational structure with an independent QA

group for the preparation of QA procedures at least for review

and audit activities.
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At the second level two documents are normally established

by the main contractor: a non-project-related QA manual and

for each project a derived QAPD containing the project

specific agreements.

At the contractor level the QA measures are written down in

a manual only, whereas the subcontractor records its QA measures

for example in a QA plan.

At each level QA procedures are required to be prepared in

the requested number and detail, as direct instructions to

the people who perform or review and release the work.

How do the QAPDs of the mentioned levels work together? (fig. 9)

The commitment to implement QA measures and to write them down

in QA documents must be required in the contract or in the

purchase order. This can be formulated in general terms by

referencing external codes or specially prepared QA documents

such as the overal QAPD or special documents containing QA

requirements (project related or non project related).

In case (B), the owner may not have enough experience in

establishing QAPDs (fig. 10). Consequently the owner delegates

tasks concerning the overall QAPD to the main contractor, who

implements the overall QA measures under his own QAPD. In this

case very close cooperation between the owner and the main

constructor is required for the process of establishing the

QAPD.
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For the last case (C) we presuppose that the owner places his

order with a syndicate as indicated in figure 11. In this

instance it is favourable that, in addition to the QAPDs-of

each member of the syndicate, the leading company writes a

QAPD for cooperation within the syndicate. This QAPD may also

include the overall QAP aspects.

- Main principles of QA

- Rightof access for regulatory body, owner, representatives
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5. Contents of the overall OAPD

The aspects, which should be dealt with in the overall QAPD,

are listed in the figure 12.

Such an overall QAPD should be issued before or only a short

time after ordering the NPP. The solution of problems connected

with QA aspects takes about half a year at least: therefore

the QA should be one of the matters which is taken up at the

beginning of project planning.
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6 . Verification of the QAP

All QA standards demand that an independent group should perform

audits on implementation of the QAP and conformance of the

work done in accordance with the issued QA procedures. This

is conducted within the companies' own organizations and for

commissioned companies. Thus we have an auditing system as

demonstrated in figure 13.

During external audits reviews are performed to establish whether

the company controls QA by its suppliers. This assures a complete

chain or QA surveillance.
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plant design

system design
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- Main principles of QA

- Rightof access for regulatory body, owner, representatives

and purchasers to shops, offices and engineering documents

- Pass through of this right to lower levels of companies

- Organizational structur of parties involved from

regulatory body till sub-contractors

- Organization of site-management for assemblage and

commissioning

- Tasks of each organization (in a general manner)

- Interfaces and information paths between parties involved

- Documents used by all organizations

- Identification system for documents and items

- Documentationssystem, permanent and non permanent

- Review and release of documents by the owner

resp. by the leader of the syndicate

- Involving owner at very important nonconformities

- Classification of systems and component

- Surveillance of manufacturing

- Personnell qualification

- Training of operating personnell

- Audit system

Aspects to be arranged in an overall QAP description Fig.12
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